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Drosophila Pheromones: From 

Reception to Perception 



神经系统的基本功能：感知环境、作出反应 

刺激——感觉神经元——中枢（信息整合）——运动神经元 



Chemical senses are most used and probably the first to evolve 

Spread wide 

Stable 

Effect long 

Species specificity 

Pheromone 

What are the pheromones and how are they perceived?  



Pheromones and their receptors                                             
—— JXY 

Volatile- pheromonal information processing in olfactory system 
——MMZ 

Nonvolatile-pheromonal information processing in gustatory system 

——SMS                               
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Pheromones and their receptors 

ONE 

JXY 



What are the pheromones? 

P. Karlson and M. Lüscher 

Nobel Prize in Chemistry in 1939  

for the chemical synthesis of sex hormones 

Adolf Butenandt 
the first identified pheromone 

Pheromones are chemicals released by an organism to which 

a conspecific responds either behaviorally or physiologically.  

a single molecule 

a mixture of many molecules 

pherin (to transfer) + hormōn (to excite) 

1879 



Similarities： 

produced and secreted by special 

glands;  

minute amounts cause a specific 

reaction in the receptor organ 

Differences： 

the substance is not secreted into the 

blood but outside the body; 

does not serve communication within 

the organism but between individuals 

Hormone 

Be careful to distinguish the following chemical signals! 

Semiochemicals 

http://www.pherobase.com/ 

(Mucignat-Caretta C 2014 ) 

http://www.pherobase.com/


Chromatography, Mass spectroscopy, NMR 

How to discover a new pheromone?  

Sampling, Purification, Chemical Analysis 
Analyzing behavioral or 

physiological changes 
pairing 

 Standard GC/MS——fully volatile non-polar hydrocarbons 

 Improved MS  

Pheromones are defined by their behavioral function 

This really is the molecule and other similar molecules are not equally stimulating 

(Yew and Chung 2015) 



Characterize gene and function of 

pheromone receptors 

Measuring neural responses to pheromones 

How to discover a new pheromone? 

Calcium imaging 

Electroantennography or Single sensillum recording 

Next generation sequencing 

RNA interference, transgenics and genome-editing tools 

Reconstitution in heterologous expression systems 

antennae or tarsi (legs) 

GC-EAD 

(Yew and Chung 2015) 



The complexity of social functions mediated by pheromones is matched by the 

chemical diversity 

Interindividual recognition of species and gender 

Role 

Aggregation 

Species identification 

Aphrodisiacs 

Anti-aphrodisiacs 

Aggression  

Additionally recognition of colony membership, nestmates, caste, and kin ——social insects 

Variable chemical profile 

non-volatile  

volatile  

contact and detected by gustation 

detected by olfaction 

碳氢化合物、环氧化合物、乙醇、 酸、 

酮类、萜类、脂肪酸、甘油三酯、多肽 

Diverse chemicals 

Intrinsic Cues  

(Species, Sex, Age, Fertility) 

Extrinsic Cues  

(Diet, Context, Experience) 

Quantitative and Qualitative  

differences 

(Yew, et al. 2008) 



(Z, Z)- 7,11-Heptacosadiene (7,11-HD) 

(Z, Z)-7,11-Nonacosadiene (7,11-ND) 

Pheromones in Drosophila —— cuticular hydrocarbons (CHCs)  

(Z)-4-undecenal 

produced in the specialized secretory cells: oenocytes 

volatile  

Male 

Female 
(Makki, et al. 2014) 

(Billeter and Wolfner 2018) 

non-volatile  
(Z)-7-Tricosene (7-T) 

(Z)-9-Tricosene (9-T) 



produced in the ejaculatory bulb 

Pheromones in Drosophila —— male-specific signals 

non-volatile  
CH503 

volatile  
cis-vaccenyl acetate (cvA) 

Semen pheromones 

(Billeter and Wolfner 2018) 

(Ejima 2015) 



HPTLC 

MS + NMR+  
chemical derivatization experiments 

A new male pheromone CH503 in Drosophila is identified  

1. cVA 

14. HD 

19. ND 

24. C30H56O3 

CH503 

(Yew, et al. 2009) 



CH503 is transferred to females during copulation and subsequent inhibits male courtship 

♀ AG 

14. Heptacosadiene 

19. Nonacosadiene 

(Yew, et al. 2009) 



Pheromones in Drosophila —— common attractional signals in both sexes 

Fatty acids pheromones 

produced in unidentified organs 

methyl myristate  
&  

methyl palmitate 

GC-SSR 

(Dweck, et al. 2015) 



How are candidate pheromones received by the sense organs?  

——The sensory organs house the pheromone receptors.  

chemosensory units: sensilla ——cuticular, hair-like structures 

equipped with an array of sensory neurons and specialized proteins 

Olfactory sensilla Gustatory sensilla 

Olfactory ——on head appendages  (antennae and maxillary palps) 

Gustatory ——on various body parts (proboscis and legs) 

(Joseph and Carlson 2015) 

To ensure specificity, insects have evolved highly specialized channels of communication, both on the sending as 

well as the receiving side.  



There is a large repertoire of distinct pheromone receptors in Drosophila. 

PRs mediate the specific recognition of pheromone components and  

trigger subsequent ionotropic or possibly metabotropic signal transduction processes 

60 Or 

68 Gr 

35 Ir 

31 ppk 
(Fleischer and Krieger 2021) 



There is a large repertoire of distinct pheromone receptors in Drosophila. 



Pheromone binding proteins (PBPs): Or76a 
Small, soluble proteins in the sensillum lymph, 

Synthesized and secreted by support cells 

Binding hydrophobic pheromones for transport across the lymph towards 

pheromone receptors (PRs) in the dendritic membrane of OSNs 

Sensory neuron membrane protein 1 (SNMP1):  
Enriched in dendritic membrane 

Co-receptor that may take over pheromones from PBPs and pass them on to 

nearby PRs 

Odorant receptor co-receptor (Orco): Or83b 
A noncanonical member of the OR family 

Present in all OR-expressing OSNs 

Forming heteromers with ORs; heteromeric OR/Orco complexes operate as 

ligand-gated ion channels 

Other molecules are also required for proper pheromone detection 

(Fleischer and Krieger 2021) 



Summary   

 Substances which are secreted to the outside by an individual and received by a second 
individual of the same species, in which they release a specific reaction. 
 

 Pheromones are defined by their behavioral function. But the complex background of 
chemicals makes it challenging to identify pheromones. It will be necessary to perform 
better technologies to more fully characterize the chemical composition of fly cuticles. 
 

 While several PRs have been reported, the results are partly controversial. Identifying 
certain pheromone-receptor pairs and relevance to social behavior, and characterizing 
their biochemical regulation are important next steps 

 How flies use their senses of smell and taste to communicate? 

 Why can the same pheromone elicit different types of behaviors? 



Volatile- pheromonal information processing in olfactory 
system 

TWO 

Molz 



How volatile pheromones are perceived? 

How to cause diverse behavioral output? 

Volatile pheromone 

Non-volatile pheromone 



•Sensillas and receptors response fly odors 

•cVA regulates behaviors in two sexs 

•Sexually -specific cVA perceiving circuit 



Martin F, et al., The Anatomical Record, 2013. 

An important olfactory sensor—Trichoid sensilla 



Distribution of responses to extracts and to cVA 



Model of the olfactory basis of mate recognition 



Or67d responses cVA in Drosophila 



To female To male 

♂ ♀ 

Same receptor mediates distinct behaviors in both sexs  



Perception of cVA is related to male aggression 



Two specific receptors of cVA regulate aggression in different ways 



cVA 

Or65a 
(ORN) 

Or67d 
(ORN) 

aggression 

Sensitive 

Chronic 

cVA regulates male aggression model 



Perception of cVA is related to female receptivity 



Or65a 

Or67d DA1 

DL3 

Two specific receptors of cVA regulate receptivity in different ways 



Why the same signal input has different outputs in both sexes? 

cVA regulates male receptivity model 



Sex-specific neurons response to DA1 



Excitatory neuron DC1 responds to cVA signal 



DN1 

DA1 stimulation 

DN1 involved in male-specific circuit of processing cVA 



The dimorphic pheromone circuit in Drosophila male 

? 

♂ 

♀ 



♂ ♀ 

How the same signal is transmitted in different brains? 



Two fru+ LHNs may be involved in sexually-specific circuits 



DA1 PNs form sex-specific connections with fru+ LHNs 



aSP-f 

aSP-g 

FruM is necessary and sufficient for the male form of the switch 



A bidirectional circuit switch reroutes pheromone signals in 

Drosophila brains 



Take home messages 

•Or65a and Or67d are specific receptors for cVA 

•There are sexually dimorphic neural circuits downstream of 

third order neurons  

•fruitless is necessary and sufficient in the formation of the 

sexually dimorphic circuit 
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Nonvolatile-pheromonal information processing in 
gustatory system in male courtship behavior 

THREE 

SMS 



Sequence of courtship behaviors shown by Drosophila melanogaster males towards females. 

From: Drosophila: Genetics meets behaviour 



ppk23+ & ppk29+ neurons  



PPK23-Gal4>uas-myrGFP 

ppk23-GAL4 x UAS-CD8::GFP 

B. Lu, A. LaMora, Y. Sun, M. J. Welsh, Y. Ben-Shahar, Plos Genet. 8, e1002587 (2012).  



PPK23+ cells are necessary to inhibit male-male courtship and promote female courtship. 

Activation of ppk23+ cells drives appropriate courtship behavior. 



Animals lacking antennae (-ant.) 

7T and cVA are inhibitorycompounds on males. 

7P is abundant on males, with more complex roles in courtship. 7,11-HD and 7,11-ND are excitatorycompounds on females.  



F cell M cell 



V. Vijayan, R. Thistle, T. Liu, E. Starostina, C. W. Pikielny, PLoS Genetics. 10, e1004238 

(2014).  



E. Starostina et al., J Neurosci. 32, 4665–4674 (2012).  

ppk25+ neuron respond to female pheromone 

ppk25 

ppk25 is essential for the recognition of courtship-

stimulating pheromone 



 C. W. Pikielny, Sci Signal. 5, pe48–pe48 (2012).  



2015 



F and M cells comprise distinct chemosensory neuron classes 

M cell, respond to male pheromone 

F cell, respond to female pheromone: 

ppk25+, vGlut+ 



F cell stimulation activates P1 neurons 



PPN1 neurons respond to F cell stimulation and activate P1 neurons 



Activation of F+M cells 

GABAergic neurons 

mAL neurons inhibit courtship via GABA 

M cells and F cells activate courtship-suppressing mAL neurons. 



mAL neurons functionally and behaviorally inhibit P1 neurons. 





2015 



P1 neuron chemosensory tuning correlates with mate preference 

 PA-GFP is a mutant form of GFP, in which fluorescent 

intensity can be increased over a 100-fold after activation 

with ~400nm light. 



vAB3 neurons convey sensory signals from ppk25+ axons in the ventral nerve cord to mAL interneurons within the brain 



Excitatory vAB3 neurons and inhibitory mAL neurons converge onto P1 Neurons 

vAB3 neurons activated 

Differential pheromone tuning of vAB3 and mAL neurons 





Effects of inactivation of Gr32—expression neurons on male mating behavior 

Central projection of Gr32a-expressing neurons 

Gr32a>myrGFP 

Double staining of Gr32a-expressing neurons and an mAL MARCM patch in male flies 



Contribution of mAL interneurons to unilateral wing extension 

G. Bontonou, C. Wicker-Thomas, Insects. 5, 

439–58 (2014).  



Male[S12/14 UAS-tra]: 

feminized oenocytes, produced female 

pheromone 

 

 



ultraviolet laser desorption/ionization orthogonal time-of-flight mass spectrometry(UV-LDI-

o-TOF MS) 

female 



CH503: produced in male flies and transfer to female after mating  



Gr68a expression in the male foreleg is required for CH503 detection. 



Screen Gal4 and RNAi lines targeting central brain regions, neuropeptides and transmitter system. 

C929-Gal4 labeled brain region 

NPF-Gal4 labeled neurons 



TK 

 Tachykinin-expressing cells in the SEZ are a second order circuit for Gr68a neurons 





The effects of pheromone exposure are mediated by taste perception involving gustatory receptor ppk23. 

Aging and physiology are modulated by neuralmechanisms of expectation and reward. 

Exposure to female donor pheromones results in a 

significant increase in npf mRNA levels 



Summary 

M cells 

ppk23+ 

F cells(VGlut) 

ppk23+ 

ppk25+ 

7-T 

7,11-HD 

7,11-ND 
vAB3 

PPN1 

mAL(GABA) 

Gr68a 

C929-TK 

Gr32a 

7-T 

P1 

CH503 




